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There is evidence that perceived peer eating norms can influence dietary behaviour. This cross-sectional study examined whether certain personality traits increase the likelihood that personal eating habits are similar to perceived peer eating habits. We assessed frequency of consumption of sugar-sweetened soda (SSS) and sweet pastries (SP), as well as perceived peer descriptive eating norms for SSS and SP in a group of 1056 young adults. We examined whether individual differences in the need for social acceptance and self-control moderated whether participants were likely to display similar dietary habits to their peers. Perceived peer eating norms for SSS and SP predicted frequency of consumption; believing that one’s peers frequently consumed SSS and SP was associated with increased personal consumption for both. Individuals with low self-control, as opposed to high self-control, were more likely to adhere to peer norms for SP, but not for SSS. Trait social acceptance needs did not significantly moderate similarity between peer norms and personal consumption for either SSS or SP. The extent to which young adults adhere to descriptive peer dietary norms may depend upon self-control, whereby individuals with low self-control are less able to inhibit social influence of descriptive peer norms on dietary behaviour.
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Introduction

A significant body of research has investigated the role of social influence on eating behaviour. In the laboratory, it has been consistently shown that the presence of others affects food choice and consumption (Cruwys, Bevelander, & Hermans, 2015; Robinson & Higgs, 2013). Studies on modelling of food choice and intake demonstrate, for example, that people’s food intake is likely to decrease if one is eating with a person consuming a small amount of that food and that one’s choice for a low-calorie food item over a high-energy dense snack can be influenced by what others tend to choose (e.g. Burger et al., 2010; Hermans, Larsen, Herman, & Engels, 2012; McFerran, Dahl, Fitzsimons, & Morales, 2010; Robinson & Higgs, 2013). In addition, longitudinal analyses have suggested that there is concordance in food choice among friends in...
social networks. That is, having peers who frequently eat snack food has been shown to be associated with increased snack food consumption (De la Haye, Robins, Mohr, & Wilson, 2013; Pachucki, Jacques, & Christakis, 2011).

Social influence effects on eating have also been observed when eating companions are not physically present and participants instead learn about others who have previously been eating in the same context (Prinsen, de Ridder, & de Vet, 2013; Robinson, Thomas, Aveyard, & Higgs, 2014). In these types of studies, participants are provided with ‘descriptive norms’ (what others have been doing). By invoking the heuristic of ‘what most people are doing is probably the correct thing to do’, people rely on this type of ‘informational’ social influence to identify adaptive behaviour. Descriptive norms are distinct to another type of social norm; ‘injunctive norms’, which relate to what other people tend to approve of (Cialdini, Reno, & Kallgren, 1990; Jacobson, Mortensen, & Cialdini, 2011; Kredentser, Fabrigar, Smith, & Fulton, 2012). There is evidence that perceived descriptive social norms may also influence people’s eating habits in daily life. According to health psychology models, perceptions of descriptive social norms, along with attitudes and beliefs about behavioural control shape one’s intentions and subsequent behaviour (Fishbein & Ajzen, 2010; Povey et al., 2000). Moreover, a number of studies have shown that the frequency by which individuals consume a variety of food types, including fruit and vegetables, snack foods, ‘fast foods’ and sodas, is associated with how often they presume their peers consume these foods (Ball, Jeffrey, Abbott, McNaughton, & Crawford, 2010; Lally, Bartle, & Wardle, 2011; Povey et al., 2000).

There are a number of mechanisms that may explain similarities in diet and eating behaviours among young people. As discussed, one explanation is that the behaviours of others can act as a form of descriptive norm and this in turn affects people’s food choice and intake. However, the exact mechanisms explaining why descriptive peer norms might influence eating behaviour remain unclear. Based on the premise that there are two main forms of social influence, descriptive norms could influence behaviour via ‘informational’ or ‘normative’ social influence (Deutsch & Gerard, 1955). Descriptive norms may provide individuals with ‘informational’ cues about how they might behave – otherwise known as informational influence (Deutsch & Gerard, 1955; Robinson, Thomas, 2014). Conversely, individuals may be motivated to adhere to descriptive norms in order to be liked and accepted; ‘normative social influence’ (Cialdini & Goldstein, 2004; Deutsch & Gerard, 1955), as perceived peer norms, could act as a proxy for what is deemed to be a socially acceptable way to behave.

There is a growing awareness that informational social influence may be the main underlying reason why descriptive norms influence behaviour. This is because descriptive norms have been shown to activate the goal to make accurate and efficient decisions (Jacobson et al., 2011) and because peer descriptive norms act as a form of social proof (Cialdini et al., 1990), which helps individuals to make better-informed decisions about their behaviour (Cialdini & Goldstein, 2004). This suggestion has also received some support in eating behaviour research. For example, if descriptive norms do exert their influence by acting as a decisional shortcut (‘what most people are doing is probably the correct thing to do’), then depleting cognitive resources should make participants particularly likely to fall back on this cue and be influenced by descriptive norms. Indeed, (Salmon et al., 2014) recently demonstrated this using a hypothetical food choice task. Under conditions of low self-control, people made more healthy choices.
when healthy food choices were described as being common (Salmon et al., 2014). In addition, if descriptive norms about eating behaviour do act as a form of informational influence, then descriptive norms set by similar peers are hypothesised to be particularly influential on one’s eating behaviour, as their behaviour is most likely to be relevant to follow. In support of this, Cruwys et al. (2012) found that an eating norm set by a peer from the same social group had a stronger effect on food intake than an eating norm set by a dissimilar peer. This effect was observed when participants were eating alone, and therefore normative concerns were minimal (Cruwys et al., 2012).

A factor related to informational influence that might be important in explaining why descriptive eating behaviour norms influence dietary behaviour is self-control. Individual differences in self-control have been shown to be associated with eating behaviour, whereby individuals with high self-control display healthier dietary habits (e.g. less sweets, fast food and soda) than those with low levels of self-control (Armitage & Conner, 2006; Junger & van Kampen, 2010). An explanation for this observation is that individuals with high-trait self-control are able to inhibit short-term impulses encountered when faced with ‘unhealthy foods’ (Baumeister, Vohs, & Tice, 2007). An untested possibility in the eating behaviour literature is that self-control also affects dietary behaviour by moderating whether or not a person is influenced by descriptive peer eating norms. This may be of importance, as some work has suggested that descriptive eating norms may act as a form of informational cue that individuals use to inform their own behaviour and that people who are low in self-control are more subject to this type of social influence (Salmon et al., 2014). Moreover, in other areas of research, whether or not social norms are influential may depend on whether individuals have the cognitive resources necessary to inhibit such a cue (Burkley, Anderson, & Curtis, 2011; Wills, Pokhrel, Morehouse, & Fenster, 2011). Given that individuals with low self-control may be less able to inhibit the influence of social cues on their behaviour, one prediction is that their eating behaviour should be more similar to descriptive peer norms, in comparison to individuals with high self-control. On the other hand, there is also evidence that similarities in food intake are enhanced when people are less impulsive (Hermans et al., 2013). Given the lack of research on this topic, however, it is difficult to draw firm conclusions on the role that self-control may have in explaining peer norm influence on eating behaviour.

In addition to research linking the potential moderating role that individual differences in self-control have on the influence of descriptive norms, it is possible that individuals adhere to descriptive peer norms in order to ingratiate themselves or to gain social approval ‘if everyone else is doing it, I should follow suit so that I am liked by everyone else’ (Hermans, Engels, Larsen, & Herman, 2009; Robinson & Tobias, 2011), otherwise known as normative social influence (Deutsch & Gerard, 1955). Based on this proposal, we would hypothesise that individuals with high desires to be liked by others and to ‘belong’ would be particularly likely to follow peer dietary norms. It is possible that the influence of injunctive norms would be more likely to be moderated by social acceptance needs than descriptive norms (Jacobson et al., 2011; Kredentser et al., 2012), but we are unaware of any eating behaviour research which has tested whether individual differences in the need for social acceptance moderate the influence of descriptive peer eating norms on dietary behaviour.

As little research has examined the role of individual differences in peer descriptive norm effects on dietary behaviour, the aims of the present work were to test whether
personality variables (trait self-control and trait social acceptance needs) increase the likelihood that individuals display similar dietary patterns to what they perceive their peers typically eat. We selected these variables based on the main two proposed mechanisms (Deutsch & Gerard, 1955) for why peer descriptive norms may influence behaviour; informational social influence (trait self-control) and normative social influence (trait social acceptance needs). We also reasoned, examining for the first time, whether some individuals (e.g. high vs. low self-control and high vs. low social acceptance needs) are more likely to eat in line with peer descriptive norms may provide us with important theoretical information.

In the present study, we opted to focus on the relationship between descriptive peer norms and eating behaviour because the majority of dietary studies to date have shown there is a clear relationship between descriptive norms and personal dietary behaviour (e.g. Ball et al., 2010; Lally et al., 2011). We examined dietary habits and perceived descriptive peer norms for two food/beverage types; sugar-sweetened soda (SSS) and sweet pastries (SP), as previous research has suggested these foods are influenced by descriptive peer consumption norms (Ball et al., 2010; Lally et al., 2011) and both are also of public health relevance, as their consumption is likely to be implicated in weight gain (Blundell & Macdiarmid, 1997; Ludwig, Peterson, & Gortmaker, 2001).

As descriptive norms may act as a form of informational cue that individuals use to inform their own behaviour and people who are low in self-control would be poor at inhibiting this cue, our main hypothesis was that peer descriptive norms would be associated with personal consumption for both food types and that trait self-control would moderate relationships between peer descriptive norms and personal consumption. More specifically, we predicted that individuals with low-trait self-control would be more likely to regularly consume SSS and SP if they believed their peers also frequently consumed these foods, in comparison to individuals with high-trait self-control. We also hypothesised that individuals with a high need for social acceptance may be more likely to adhere to descriptive peer norms in order to be liked by others.

Method

Participants

One thousand and fifty-six young adults participated in a large online study on lifestyle habits of university students. The study was advertised as an online study about drinking and lifestyle habits on electronic bulletins and email lists in a UK university and participants were able to be entered into a small monetary prize draw as compensation for their time. The study protocol was approved by the University of Liverpool research ethics committee.

Procedure and materials

Participants first provided informed consent and then completed a series of questionnaires in a randomized order, which included demographic information. The current study was part of a large longitudinal lifestyle cohort study with multiple research hypotheses. Therefore, participants also completed other measures (e.g. the Depression, Anxiety and Stress scale (Lovibond & Lovibond, 1995; short-form Drinking Motives
Questionnaire, Kuntsche & Kuntsche, 2009; and AUDIT C scale, Bush, Kivlahan, McDonell, Fihn, & Bradley, 1998). Because these measures were not relevant to the present study’s aims, they were not incorporated in the current analyses. All of our measures of relevance to the present research are outlined below in detail.

**Measures**

To measure frequency of consumption of SSS and SP, participants completed a shortened adapted food frequency questionnaire, developed by Pliner and Saunders (2008). Using this measure, participants reported the frequency of consumption of common sugar-containing sodas (e.g. coke) and cakes/pastries, alongside 15 other food types, on a ‘never’ to ‘daily’ (1–9) response scale for each food item. To measure peer norms for these two food types, participants were asked how often they thought other students have cakes/pastries and sugar-containing soda separately, responding on a ‘never’ to ‘daily or almost daily’ (1–5) response scale (see Ball et al., 2010). Participants did not complete peer norm measures for any of the other 15 food types. Trait social acceptance needs were measured using the ‘need to belong scale, which is a 10-item scale (e.g. ‘I want other people to accept me’), with good construct validity (Leary et al., 2013). Cronbach’s alpha in the present study was .83. To measure trait self-control, participants completed the self-control scale, which consists of 13 items (e.g. ‘I usually think carefully before doing anything’) with good internal consistency and reliability (Tangney, Baumeister, & Boone, 2004). Cronbach’s alpha in the present study was .81. Participants also completed demographic measures: ethnicity, age, gender, weight and height.

**Analytic strategy**

Descriptive analyses were conducted to provide information about the sample and the consumption of SSS and SP. To examine whether peer dietary norms were associated with personal consumption of SSS and SP, we used regression analysis in SPSS 18. To simply test the main effects of social acceptance and individual self-control on the consumption of SP and SPP, both variables were added to the model and so were peer dietary norms and confounding variables (i.e. gender, age, ethnicity and BMI). However, to test for moderation, interaction terms were added to the model in a second step (i.e. peer dietary norms x social acceptance and peer dietary norms x self-control). Significant interactions were plotted and then interpreted.

**Results**

**Sample characteristics**

The majority of the sample had a BMI within the normal weight range, with an average self-reported BMI $M = 23.34 \text{ kg/m}^2$, $SD = 4.68$. Participants’ mean age was 21.68 years ($SD = 4.49$). The sample consisted 749 female and 307 male participants (71% vs. 29%). The majority of participants were Caucasian (82%), with a small number of Black (2%), Asian (10%), mixed race (4%) and ‘other race’ (2%) respondents. The sample consisted mainly of undergraduate students (90%), with a small numbers of postgraduate students (10%).
**Sweet pastries and sugar-sweetened soda consumption**

The most commonly reported frequency of SP consumption was once a week (26%), although participant consumption frequency was variable, with participants reporting daily consumption and never consuming SP. The most commonly reported frequency of SSS consumption was two to three times a month (17%), although participant consumption frequency was variable, with participants reporting daily consumption and never consuming SSS.

**Main analyses**

Results showed that females were less likely to drink SSS than males ($\beta = -0.22$, $p < .001$) and that perceived peer eating norms for SSS ($\beta = 0.08$, $p = .007$) and SP ($\beta = 0.33$, $p < .001$) predicted frequency of consumption. Young adults believing that their peers frequently drank and ate SSS and SP were more likely to consume SSS and SP than young adults who did not believe their peers frequently drank and ate SSS and SP (see Table 1).

Social acceptance was positively related to SSS ($\beta = 0.08$, $p = .006$). That is, individuals with higher social acceptance needs consumed more SSS. Social acceptance was not related to the consumption of SP ($\beta = 0.05$, $p = .097$). The interaction between peer dietary norms and social acceptance was not significant for SSS ($\beta = -0.05$, $p = .083$) or SP consumption ($\beta = -0.01$, $p = .812$).

Regarding self-control, we found a negative main effect for the consumption of SSS ($\beta = -0.14$, $p < .001$). That is, high self-control was associated with a lower consumption of SSS. This main effect was not found for the consumption of SP. No significant interaction between peer dietary norms and self-control on SSS consumption was found ($\beta = 0.01$, $p = .654$).

Table 1. Personal consumption of SSS and SP predicted by peer norms of SSS and SP, the need for social acceptance, self-control and their interaction (standardised estimates).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent variables</th>
<th>Personal consumption of SSS</th>
<th>Personal consumption of SP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$b$</td>
<td>$\beta$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Step 0</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>-1.15</td>
<td>-0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnicity</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer norms for SSS or SP</td>
<td>.35</td>
<td>.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Step 1a</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social acceptance</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Step 2a</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer norms*social acceptance</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Step 1b</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-control</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Step 2b</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer norms*self-control</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Step 0 includes the model with only the potential confounders; steps 1a and 2a refer to the regression models that include social acceptance; steps 1b and 2b refer to the regression models that include self-control (i.e. these refer to separate regression models).
Yet, there was a significant interaction between peer dietary norms and self-control on SP consumption ($\beta = -.06$, $p = .027$). To examine this interaction, we followed the stepwise approach by Dawson (2014) based on Aiken and West (1991). Specifically, parameters derived from the regression analysis (i.e. unstandardised regression coefficients for independent variable, moderator and interaction; intercept/constant; as well as means and SD’s for the independent variable and moderator) were used to plot the interaction depicted in Figure 1. The pattern of this interaction indicates that the association between perceived norms and SP consumption is stronger among individuals with lower levels of self-control, as opposed to high self-control, although the positive association observed between perceived norms and SP was significant in participants with high and low self-control ($ps < .05$). See Figure 1.

**Discussion**

Perceived descriptive peer dietary norms for SSS and SP predicted personal frequency of consumption; believing one’s peers frequently consumed SSS or SP was associated with increased personal consumption for both food types. These findings are in line with other studies showing that perceived peer descriptive eating norms are associated with personal dietary behaviour (Ball et al., 2010; Lally et al., 2011; Povey et al., 2000). The present study also examined if trait measures of social acceptance needs or self-control increased the likelihood that individuals display similar dietary habits to what they perceive their peers to consume. Trait social acceptance needs did not significantly moderate similarity between perceived peer and personal consumption for SSS or SP. However, participants with lower levels of self-control, as opposed to high self-control, were more likely to adhere to perceived peer dietary norms for SP but not for SSS.

![Figure 1](image.png)

**Figure 1.** Interaction between perceived peer norms and self-control on personal consumption of SP. Notes: Higher personal consumption scores indicate a higher frequency of consumption. Peer norms and self-control are treated as continuous variables.
The finding that individuals with low self-control were particularly likely to display similar SP consumption patterns to what they perceived their peers to consume is in line with recent experimental work, suggesting that depleting self-control resources may moderate social influence on food choice (Salmon et al., 2014). This is also in line with suggestions that social influence may depend on whether individuals have the cognitive resources necessary to inhibit external cues on their behaviour (Burkley et al., 2011; Wills et al., 2011). However, individual differences in self-control were not found to moderate the relationship between personal and perceived peer consumption of SSS and this finding did not support our hypotheses. Why self-control moderated the association between personal dietary behaviour and perceived peer behaviour for SP, but not SSS is unclear. It is well established that individuals with an ineffective response inhibition are more vulnerable to the temptations of tasty high-caloric foods, and consequently eat more after exposure to these foods (e.g. Guerrieri et al., 2007; Nederkoorn, Jansen, Mulkens, & Jansen, 2007). Thus, it may be the case that because SP are an ‘indulgent’ high-calorie food, self-control resources are of particular importance in controlling the influence of peer norms on their consumption, more than with the consumption of SSS. However, this is a post hoc suggestion and is speculative, so it will now need to be empirically tested. Further work could examine this proposition by examining whether self-control mediates the effect that peer norms have on consumption of other high-calorie ‘indulgent’ food types, as well as whether self-control is less influential on peer effects for less indulgent foods, such as fruit and vegetables.

No evidence was found that trait social acceptance needs moderated the association between peer norms and dietary behaviour. One possible explanation as to why we did not observe this relationship is because of the trait social approval measure we used (the need to belong scale; Leary et al., 2013). Moreover, it could be argued that implicit measures (e.g. Bevelander, Anschütz, Creemers, Kleinjan, & Engels, 2013) may be a more sensitive way to measure social approval concerns. Further work testing other measures of social acceptance needs in explaining peer effects on dietary behaviour would now be valuable. The finding that trait social approval concerns did not moderate the association between perceived peer descriptive norms and personal dietary behaviour may indicate that peer descriptive norms do not exert their influence on dietary behaviour through social approval concerns. There is now a growing body of research which suggests that descriptive norms act as decision-making cues and are therefore a form of informational social influence or denote ‘social proof’ (Cialdini & Goldstein, 2005; Jacobson et al., 2011; Robinson, Thomas, Aveyard, & Higgs, 2014; Salmon et al., 2014), as opposed to influencing behaviour via social desirability. Thus, the lack of influence that social approval concerns had in the present study may not be too surprising. That said, social approval concerns may play an important role in moderating any influence that injunctive peer norms have on dietary behaviour. Injunctive norms refer to perceptions of what others approve of and because of this it seems likely that individuals with high social acceptance needs may be more likely to change their behaviour to conform to injunctive norms. The influence that injunctive norms have on dietary behaviour has received less attention than descriptive norms. Some studies to date have found little evidence of injunctive norms influencing dietary behaviour. For example, (Lally et al., 2011) found that perceived descriptive peer norms predicted dietary behaviour in adolescents, but perceived injunctive peer norms did not. Likewise, messages formulated to lead participants to believe that there are positive injunctive
norms for fruit and vegetable consumption have not been shown to increase consumption of fruit and vegetables (Robinson, Fleming, & Higgs, 2014; Stok, de Ridder, de Vet, & de Wit, 2014). A more detailed examination of whether social approval concerns may interact with injunctive norms to explain dietary habits would now be informative.

**Limitations and future work**

The present work had some limitations. The data were cross-sectional, so it will be important to examine the longitudinal influence that peer norms, self-control and social approval concerns have on dietary behaviour in order to rule out backwards causation. For example, it could be that individuals select peers who display similar eating habits to themselves (McPherson, Smith-Lovin, & Cook, 2001) and this may account for some of the association between peer and own consumption, although this explanation seems less well suited to explain the finding that self-control interacted with peer norms to predict SP consumption. A limitation of our measurement of peer descriptive norms and personal eating habits was that we used single-item measures, which means that we cannot be certain our measures had good construct validity. Another caveat of the present work was that we only examined perceived peer norms and not norms set by immediate friends or other social contacts, such as siblings or other family members. The relationship between norms and behaviour may be strongest when people identify with the norm referent group (Terry, Hogg & White, 1999), so it is also possible that norms may only influence behaviour because of social acceptance needs when eating norms are set by more immediate peers. Future studies testing for contrasting different peer groups could further examine this. The current study relied on self-report dietary data (Ball et al., 2010) and focused on young adults, so it is not clear if the results observed here would be replicated in different populations. The present research also studied the role of peer norms and personality traits in relation to two specific food/beverage types. Now that the present work has identified a potential role for self-control in moderating peer norm effects on dietary behaviour, further research to understand whether a similar relationship is observed for other food types will be informative.

**Conclusions**

Perceived descriptive peer norms for consumption of SSS and SP were associated with personal consumption frequency. For some SP foods, the extent to which young adults copy the dietary behaviour of their peers may in part depend upon self-control, whereby individuals with low self-control are less able to inhibit the influence of descriptive peer eating norms on their dietary behaviour.
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Note

1. Study variables were centred before inclusion in the model. Main analysis results remain the same when potential demographic confounders (e.g. BMI) are not controlled for.
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